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Graymatters - Review by George Kovats

One look at J.B. Daniels work entitled "graymatters" will bring to mind order 
and gray sameness of days long gone bye. My first impression was just 
that: Gray sameness. Gray sameness ordered as if ready for a military 
parade. The work is arranged in six (6) rows of five (5) works each except 
for the last row containing only three (3) works. The work thus consists of 
twenty eight (28) parts, each 8 x 11 inches in size and individually framed. 
The image? A common looking woman's torso without head and legs 
rendered in sepia ink and reproduced by an inkjet printer. Each of the 
twenty eight (28) torsos has an identical translucent envelope affixed in 
place of the head. Each envelope contains a flat everyday looking object. 
Small images, wrappers, arrow and like images. This work fits almost 
seamlessly in today's system based art. System based art, popular 
intermittently during the last several decades, is making a powerful 
comeback. System based art is popular with modern artists and audiences 
alike. The artists are freed from making artistic decisions as the system 
makes the decisions for the artist. The artist is creative in conceiving the 
system itself although this creativity can be questioned as it is relatively 
easy to create a system. Once a system has been conceived and 
formalized it develops almost automatically. This is of course reflected in 
the work itself. Most of the system art looks and feels precisely as the 
Daniels' "graymatters": Gray and Same. The audience loves the system art 
due to its implied simplicity. For the uninitiated member of the public, the 
viewing of the system art such as the "graymatters" represents multiple 
experiences with minimum variation in image.

Let's consider this phenomena in a greater detail. The artist has created 
one image and reproduced it mechanically twenty eight (28) times. 
Economy. He then introduced a token variation into the system by using 
envelopes containing everyday flat objects and placing them at what has 
unquestionably become a center of interest of each image to entice the 
viewer to view each image separately. The two (2) missing images - the 
fact that images are missing is implied only - force the viewer to conclude 
that the work is in progress and more of the same is to come in future. The 
viewer would not be incorrect to conclude that at least two (2) more 
images will be made part of the work at a later date. The viewer can only 
debate what the envelopes may contain in future images. This adds 
mystery and anticipation possibly forcing a second visit by a curious 

"(title can be furnished if you request it)"

J.B. Daniel names his series "graymatters," but from here on out, this 
viewer shall refer to the series as "Results of psychological survey 
conducted specifically on adult females with the goal of determining 
exactly what it is that dominates the female psyche." Or, perhaps for 
convenience sake, we shall simply call the series, "The J.B. Daniel 
Survey."

At first glance, more modest viewers might find the J.B. Daniel Survey to 
be somewhat of an uncomfortable viewing experience. The series, 
composed of repetitive images of an adult female form, faces the modest 
viewer with unabashed, cold, scientific nakedness. Heads, necks, and 
everything from the knees on down remain absent from the female forms. 
They stand mute and anonymous. They are reminiscent of Rene 
Magritte's, "The Eternally Obvious" in that they, too, depict segmented, 
cold portions of the female form as seen perhaps through the detached 
gaze of science.

As the modest viewer chooses this moment to walk away from the piece, 
the curious viewer decides to move closer in. After taking stock of the 
repeated anonymous female forms, the curious viewer's eye closes in on 
the clear, vellum envelope placed precisely, even scientifically, over each 
form's shoulder area. The envelopes substitute for heads, their varied 
contents include objects and images used to suggest issues that dominate 
the female psyche.

The grid-like presentation, the computer-generated images, the anonymity 
of the female forms, and the precise placement of each delicate envelope 
on each page are all unvarying elements on display in The J.B. Daniel 
Survey. The one element that does vary from piece to individual piece here 
is the varying contents of each envelope. All this suggests that Daniel is 
conducting a scientific fact-finding mission here. Perhaps the question that 
Daniel, on his mission, has posed to each anonymous female applicant is, 
"What thought is dominating inside your head at this moment? Tell me, 
what is on your mind?" The results, as concluded by the contents of each 
envelope, are humorous, sometimes sexual in nature, and seem surface-
like, when taking into consideration how complex and messy the female 

Gray Matters?

The first thing I noticed about this BODY of work was the titles. 
Often witty enough on the surface to garner an out loud laugh, they 
also alluded to the social commentary underlying the work. The 
piece "of course i trust you" has the signature line of an official 
document, in an obvious statement that we often say one thing and 
then act towards an entirely different purpose. Having recently 
ended a long relationship, I am attracted to what I see as some 
bitter and cynical stabs at the complicated world of relationships. 
(As in `monogamy' and `probably not')

The next thing that peaked my interest was the seemingly 
purposeful masking of the artist's gender. The substitution of the 
women's heads take on an entirely different meaning for me, the 
viewer, if I think the artist is a man. If the artist is a woman, I can 
rest assured in the knowledge that she is simply stating a type of 
objectification that she has witnessed in our society. If however, the 
artist is a man, I wonder what right he has to make such statements 
about women. Is he pointing out something he has noticed, or is he 
perpetuating the societal objectification of the female body?

After several reviews of the work, I find the images more and more 
benign. Grey Matters was originally disturbing to me, with its 
severed heads and repeating image of the nude, topped with clear 
envelopes filled with garbage. Are women so transparent? Are our 
heads filled with garbage? At least, I thought, the body isn't some 
anorexic fashion plate nude. At least, she has some meat on her 
bones. But where is the hair? 

Yet as I looked again, I thought how simple, really, gimmicky the 
lines and pieces were. Where IS the meat? I was prepared to be 
offended. I was prepared to find the answer to some deeper 
question. Instead I am now just wondering why? Gray Matters?

Review of graymatters 

Rows of  8x10 mixed-inkjet-on-newsprint images of unclothed female 
bodies, frontally rendered, cropped above the shoulders and below the 
knees, endlessly, generically, reiteratively the same, seemingly 
anonymous, differentiated in their serial mechanical reproduction only by 
their individual titles and the distinct found-objects that head their 
acephalous torsos.  To date, more than twenty-five 
discrete images comprise the in-progress series, "graymatters," a title that 
provides the first clues to understanding these works in series.  A common 
euphemism for the brain, gray matter pluralized as graymatters suggests 
not only the cephalic organ, but also that brains do indeed matter.  And by 
implication the found objects, as substitutes for faces, the normative 
signifiers of identity, matter. Yet encased as they are in translucent 
envelopes, the objects are also literally turned into gray matter, as the 
translucency that purports to contain, if not completely reveal, also 
obscures them. Thus this gray matter forces the interested viewer to 
approach the facade of torsos in order to decipher individual meaning.  The 
title of the individual print helps in this process.  Upon inspection, the 
envelope surmounting one torso holds a generic "ADMIT ONE" ticket. The 
title of this print, "monogamy," reveals a pithy, wry witticism about the 
nature of monogamy.  Further looking indicates that sharp wit and clever 
humor run throughout the epigrammatic titles of the series.  Another 
envelope holds a fragment of the GE logo.  The title of this print is 
"brightgirl."  "temporary" holds a common small yellow post-it sheet, the 
kind used for quick, disposable, repositionable, temporary notes.  The torso 
in the print, "presentation is everything," has its envelope carefully 
positioned and held with the black mounting corners typically used to affix 
photographs in albums. "southern girl" holds a pink Sweet'N Low package, 
while "everything is not sugar, spice and nice" holds an Equal package.  "of 
course I trust you" holds a fragment of a legal form with an X at the 
signature/date line.  "eating a romance novel" holds a fragment from a 
Prince angelhair pasta box.

While the individual prints are effective on their own, particularly in their 
wry wit, epigrammatic humor, and disjunction between the generic nature 
of the unidealized nude and the particularly pithy word or phrase tied and 
titled to an objet trouvé, the group as a whole offers a powerful insight into 

review aka...Lolita's letter

"do i have..." to tell you, "ovary and ovary again" that "of 

course i trust you" but I'm a "bright girl", you know my brain is 

not "mush", and "everything is not sugar, spice and nice". 

Every "big hair", "southern girl" knows that a "glass ceiling" is 

only "temporary" and "presentation is everything". I suppose 

my "current reality" is "overexposed" and "stuck" because I 

know "monogamy" "doesn't work that way". It isn't "open" and 

"flexible", rather its "rough" in a " fine" sense kind of like 

"eating a romance novel" I know that my "putting things in 

perspective" is "probably not" "making sense" but I honestly 

feel "a wink is as good as a nod to a blind horse". 

So "thanks anyway"...will I see you "Sunday"? I need the two 

other works in progress to comment further and keep this 

"within reason". 

- Lolita 

(Cheryl Duncan, Artist) 

'greymatters', on-line, London, UK: 14th May, 2001

This exhibition was viewed under rather difficult circumstnces which both 
enhanced but marred the experience. Rather than conventionally 
considering the works on the wall, I went through the exhibition on-line. 
This presented some advantages: the ability to consider the exhibition as a 
whole as thumbnails; the ability to flick through the exhibition quickly, so as 
to examine detailed differences between the pieces; and of course 
availability. The downside with on line viewing is detail; presentation; size; 
and ambience--while it is a pleasure to virtually escape my desk, I would 
have prefered to wander around an exhibition. I also would have liked to 
consider framing and spacing between pictures... perhaps the ideal is to 
have an online connection to the exhibition in the gallery?

As far as the works go, the artist, known to me as TallSkinny@aol or jb, 
considers the embodiment of 'womanhood' in contemporary (American?) 
society. What appears to be (at first glance) an identical body (female, 
nude, sans pubic hair, anatomically represented) addressing different 
'questions': femaleness (in 'ovary and ovary again'; 'presentation is 
everything'; 'mush'--if we remember that muschi is German for pussy; 
'open'; and 'do i have...'); relationships (in 'monogamy'; 'do i have...'; 
'untitled'; 'stuck'); indentity (in 'ovary and ovary again'; 'within reason'; 
'presentation is everything'; 'do i have...'; 'big hair'). These are not 
exahuastive lists, but they do mean to suggest that these three issues can 
be read in many of TallSkinny's works in this exhibition.

The specific piece to which I want to draw attention is 'do i have...', with a 
mole on the left breast of the model drawing (most of these models do not 
have this mole); with 'Fuck me' written in reverse (are we supposed to read 
this command the right way while taking the model 'a tergo' or anally?); 
with more of a tan (all over) than some of the other illiustrations. Here, 
TallSkinny can be read problematising the sexual contract. The model is 
objectified, open, commanding, but is doing little to hide her desire to be 
taken from behind... in fact that is the only way to read her command the 
right way, as it were. But another reading of this is a small resistence to 
being sexually approached. And yet another way of reading the piece is the 
acknowledgement that the model is being considered sexually, and so 
putting up a last minute resistence to the phallis eye of the beholder. 

This multi-signification in the works in 'greymatters' is typical. A similar 
(re)readign of 'monogmay' (with its Admit one ticket) would be possible. 
Even the title copmmands us to think about the works on display as 
problematic representations of femininity and sexuality, as well as volition 
and objectification.

One of the problems, as mentioned above, with looking at this exhibition on 
line is that not all of the objects can be made out. I have no idea what the 
objects are in 'flexible' or 'putting everything in perspective', although this is 
a part of the charm of these titles; a delicious irolny which runs throughout 

A Remedy for Art History - Review By Cheryl Jonah

Enter the JB Daniel's exhibit and be confronted with an almost comical 
representation of the abstract female in our modern North American 
culture. Her endless images of headless bodies conjure two immediate 
subjective associations for myself- the first being the anonymous female 
(thus requesting every woman face herself) and the second of a headless 
woman; the brain or identity replaced with icons of functional commonality 
and daily object. 

I immediately feel that I must be impressed by the urgency of 
communication, a message to be understood, for by the mere quantity of 
image repetitions the internal pressure to arrive at a conclusion is 
inescapable. It is there that I presently face myself. 

The image of the headless (and leg-less) nude woman repeatedly 
appears in a catalogued, virtually commercial fashion. It resembles an 
index of parts presented for sale like objects available for purchase from a 
department stores. The figure is static, lifeless and mannequin-like. It 
represents figural vulnerability and passivity. Although this specifically 
selected image of woman emerges as adult, natural and un-doctored what 
becomes subtly apparent is the lack of physical body hair. The body is 
presented as round-hipped and post-pubescent yet it does not denote hair 
color or race. This is one more attribute of personality removed. 

The artist has accompanied the nude icon with a variable of collected, 
eerie paper "tags" and objects- consequentially posting them where the 
figure's brain or "graymatter" once should have existed. She again 
proceeds to illustrate for us the matters of function and purpose that a 
woman as object or commodity may serve. It is here however that the 
image extends itself to include the human condition of work task and 
definition of identity by such actions. 

JB Daniel's body of work contains a clear frankness about thought 
process. She completes her exhibit with a provision of charming and 
humorous titles for her pieces that act as comic relief for the viewer. Each 
of the titles plays on embodied cultural phrase- familiar and easily 
associable phrases one encounters from childhood on. Some of the titles 
address stereotypical "tags" that apply to expected qualities and behaviors 
of women, most often encouraged in the North American version of 

"Graymatters" - Reviewed by Jorge Luiz Antonio

Repeated images in a kind of boxes. Headless women's bodies. Headless 
equal a preconception, that is, women without brain, intelligence, feelings, 
culture, in some men's viewpoint. Instead of heads, several envelopes with 
code messages.

Many people, especially males, see women as desire objects: womb, 
vagina, breast, legs, sensual forms. And where is the human being?

Brazilian male would prefer the same image also in the behind, for seeing 
the buttocks, as American people prefer big bosons. Preconceptions, 
foregone conclusions.

Repetition of bodies seems to be the 28 series of headless bodies. Same 
bodies, same curves. But a structure comes out to say something more: 
what does the culture brings us? Patterns? Models? Paradigms? 
Fragments?

The look for meanings. The image editor of my eyes and mind needs to 
change the series and the reviewer wants to become the creator even in 
the second time. Anyway a reviewer is a re-organizer. All the times he uses 
to do it.

Sequences, lines, squares, rectangles, headless female bodies, men's 
obsession. Everything canned, accumulated in a shelf, maybe in a 
supermarket. The headless bodies are the merchandising and we men are 
the buyers, for ourselves, and, sometimes, in female's opinions.

The title of the series "Preview: Graymatters" is also intriguing and is the 
first strangeness: matters which are gray. Why not coloured? - the reader-
fulfiller makes a question.

Let's try to see the objects to replace and/or substitute the head, which 
means, for male, the meaning for the body and for the mind. The 
envelopes bring messages and we have to understand them well. All the 
times we try to understand messages in order to learn, to live, to survive, 
to do things, to think, and so on.

Headless body and a phrase and/or title. The head is supposed to be the 
key of meaning, or a kind of enigma. Words and images in the electronic 
and digital environment. Visual syntax, phrases as advertisements. Twenty-
eight series-messages, but they are still in progress, perhaps they are 
growing more and more...

The body is the same, that is, they seem to be the same, and only a kind 
of envelop "gives" the "reader" a message. And we desperately want a 
message, a meaning.

We have chosen the "Open": a kind of almost transparent white paper as a 

Grey Matters critical essay

In JB Daniels' Grey Matters, small elements are sealed in transparent 
envelopes, each one hovering above the image of a headless, legless and 
hairless female nude. Though I hesitate in using the word "nude" with its 
traditional connotations. But the image is not "nude" or "naked", and can 
hardly be characterized as a figure. There is obviously a reference to a 
female, but there is nothing about this female that seems to have lived. 
She looks plastic, or in this two-dimensional sense, illustrational. She is the 
mass produced, commercial image of a female as blatant and unfelt as a 
stop sign.

In fact there is a sense of devout faith in commercialism with this piece. 
Almost all of the enveloped elements that are suspended above the 
missing head of the many-times reproduced female are things that have 
also been reproduced. There ticket stubs, box tops, torn pieces of paper, 
labels, tags, and coins: all things we commonly see and handle in our lives 
without any thought each one singled out to be juxtaposed with the sterilly 
dismembered human image. The only segments that hint at natural objects 
are a single hair (aptly titled Big Hair), and a bunch of oatmeal (Mush). The 
piece is an interesting exercise in depicting the contrast between mass-
production and humanity.

But wait all of the objects attached to the piece are held within transparent 
envelopes, as if to be secret trinkets. Although, they are plainly visible, 
which begs a questioning of the psychology of an envelope. A lot of the 
magic of an envelope is that it is a sealed, personal, thing. They hold 
letters, love notes, invitations. These envelopes are revealing their 
captures, making it easy for the viewer to quickly experience it. You get it 
right away, as if the piece was saying "Look at my breasts! And this tag I 
am pretending to be hiding!" It is enough to make you walk away, missing 
half of what you are meant to have seen. This is a similar scenario to 
Richard Hamilton's patchworks of photos and labels or Andy Warhol's 
Campbell's soup cans from the sixties. It is so easy to notice the color and 
the pattern quickly and completely, it is often over looked that each can 
has a different soup name on it. Here, each piece has a different trinket on 
it.

And a closer investigation of these trinkets is needed to go to any depth 
with the piece. Printed words say "yes/no", "sign here" and, backwards, 
"fuck me". A whole story is revealed through these commercial tidbits 
about a woman, a relationship, and her body. All the details are discreetly 
avoided, or merely suggested, in contrast to the blatancy with which the 
image of the dismembered figure appears. For example, two commercially 
made , unnatural sweeteners are seen next to each other, Sweet and Low, 
and Equal, but not just plain sugar. These items are the commercial mask 
of a natural product. Perhaps this suggests a lack of true sweetness, a 
pack of lies or patronization. Another discreet image is that of the 
transparent envelope cut to hang open; a rather grotesque comparison to 
the female missing her head and legs. This may imply another unnatural 
opening, perhps an abortion, or forcefully drawn words or actions on the 
part of this woman. 
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